He tried to look through the keyhole, but couldn't see anything.

I looked up the arrival time in the timetable.

Ben likes his hot chocolate steaming hot, while Maya likes her lukewarm.

Bed pillows are typically covered with a cloth pillowcase.

I am doing a needlework called duplicate stitching on sweaters for Christmas gifts.

If the moonlight had not shone down on the street, it would have been completely dark.

When the builders laid the cornerstone of our new house, we knew our dream would soon be a reality.

I like eggs for breakfast, but my sister prefers oatmeal.
He tried to look through the **keyhole** but couldn't see **anything**.

I looked up the arrival time in the **timetable**.

Ben likes his hot chocolate steaming hot, while Maya likes her **lukewarm**.

Bed pillows are typically covered with a cloth **pillowcase**.

I am doing a **needlework** called duplicate stitching on sweaters for Christmas gifts.

If the **moonlight** had not shone down on the street, it would have been completely dark.

When the builders laid the **cornerstone** of our new house, we knew our dream would soon be a reality.

I like eggs for **breakfast**, but my sister prefers **oatmeal**.